Announcing the Winners of
APEX 2022
The Thirty-Fourth Annual Awards for Publication Excellence
A Competition for Communications Professionals

Dear APEX Entrant:

Thank you for participating in APEX 2022, the thirty-fourth annual awards program recognizing excellence in publishing by professional communicators.

The APEX Awards are based on excellence in graphic design, editorial content, and the ability to achieve overall communications excellence. APEX Grand Awards honor the outstanding works in each main category, while APEX Awards of Excellence recognize exceptional entries in each of the individual subcategories.

2021 was, again, a challenging year with “virtual meetings” becoming a standard for many workers regardless of their fields. However, the continuing exceptional quality of all the submitted entries is a testament to the fact that communications professionals have adapted, and continue to adapt, to the “new normal.” To all those who set aside time to submit entries to APEX 2022, please accept our heartfelt thanks.

With more than 1,200 entries, competition, as always, was exceptionally intense. 100 Grand Awards were presented to honor outstanding work in 14 major categories, with 485 Awards of Excellence recognizing exceptional entries in 100 subcategories.

The panel of judges for APEX 2022 included Ken Turtoro, APEX Senior Judge and Concepts Executive Editor; John De Lellis, Concepts Editor & Publisher; Christine Turner, Contributing Editor of the Writing That Works Archives; and John Tavaska, Consulting Editor.

The APEX 2022 award winners are listed on the following pages. If you won an Award of Excellence, it is enclosed and shown in this Winners’ List. Grand Award plaques are also shown, but are being shipped under separate cover.

Should you wish to order additional award certificates or plaques – to recognize co-workers, colleagues or vendors who helped prepare a winning entry – you may do so online at ApexAwards.com/certificates. If your entry did not win an award this year, please accept our thanks for participating and our best wishes for success in the 2023 APEX Awards for Publication Excellence.

Cordially,

Ken Turtoro
Executive Editor
The APEX Awards
Communications Concepts, Inc.
info@ApexAwards.com
How were awards presented?
APEX 2022 awards were based on excellence in graphic design, editorial content and the success of the entry—in the opinion of the judges—in achieving overall communications effectiveness and excellence.

Naturally, entries in design categories were judged solely on the basis of their graphic design, and writing entries were evaluated primarily on the basis of editorial quality.

How many entries were there? How many awards were given?
1,213 entries were evaluated in the following distribution:
- COVID-19 Media: 56
- Environment: 20
- Newsletters: 69
- Magazines, Journals & Tabloids: 200
- Annual Reports: 30
- Print Media: 80
- Electronic Media: 135
- Virtual Communications: 12
- Social Media: 44
- Websites: 49
- Campaigns, Programs & Plans: 94
- Writing: 277
- Design & Illustration: 106
- One-of-a-Kind Publications: 41

A total of 100 APEX Grand Awards were presented in 14 major categories to honor the outstanding works in those categories. 485 APEX Awards of Excellence recognize excellence in 100 individual subcategories.

For the number of awards presented in each major category, please refer to the list of winning entries on the following pages.

How competitive were the entries?
Very. Each year, the quality of entries increases. Overall, this year’s entries displayed an exceptional level of quality. The APEX judges saw only the most promising publications that professional communicators could enter. From them, they had the truly difficult task of selecting the award-winning entries.

Did low-budget entries stand a chance?
Yes. Many of the winning entries in APEX 2022 were inexpensively produced. The APEX judges often were more impressed by the quality of creative ideas and concepts shown by entries than they were by the expense entailed in their execution.

Many of the award-winning entries in this and earlier APEX competitions are classic examples of good ideas, imaginatively executed, despite limitations due to tight budgets, limited resources and small staffs.

Who are the APEX judges?
The panel of judges included Ken Turtoro, APEX Senior Judge and Concepts Executive Editor; John De Lellis, Concepts Editor & Publisher; Christine Turner, Contributing Editor of the Writing That Works Archives and John Tavaska, Consulting Editor.

What does Communications Concepts, the APEX sponsor, do?
Communications Concepts, Inc. helps publishing, PR and marketing professionals improve publications and communications programs through consulting services and reports on business writing and communications.

Concepts also publishes Writer’s Web Watch, an e-newsletter on print, web, electronic and social media, and the Writing That Works Archives, a resource for business communicators.

How is the list of winning entries organized?
Grand Award winners are listed by main category.
Award of Excellence winners are listed within each subcategory, alphabetically by organization.
(Winning entries from individuals are listed alphabetically by last name within each subcategory.)

How can I order more award certificates?
You may order additional certificates online for co-workers, supporting vendors or clients.
Please use the online order form at ApexAwards.com/certificates
GRAND AWARDS

COVID-19 MEDIA
Margaret Guroff
How to Beat Covid This Year
AARP The Magazine
Washington, DC

Lindsey Phillips
How COVID-19 is affecting our fears, phobias and anxieties
American Counseling Association
Alexandria, VA

Marilyn Oermann
The Future Capacity of the Nursing Workforce: COVID-19 Pandemic’s Impacts on New Nurses and Nursing Students Toward the Profession
Duke University
Chapel Hill, NC

Caitlyn Stulpin
Long COVID: A ‘mysterious’ syndrome with ‘no clear pattern’ of symptoms
Healio
Thorofare, NJ

Keri Losavio
Philip Seo, MD, MHS
Liliana Estep
COVID-19: A Special Report from The Rheumatologist
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Hoboken, NJ

Sara Rattigan
Gene Beresin, MD, MA
Khadijah Booth Watkins, MD, MPH
Coronavirus and Family Mental Health
MGH Clay Center for Young Healthy Minds
Boston, MA

Jeffrey E. Janis MD, FACS
Amanda Gosman, MD, FACS
Albert Losken, MD, FACS
PRS Global Open’s COVID-19 Article Collection
PRS Global Open
Dallas, TX

Maureen Shawn Kennedy
Karen Roush
2020: The Year of COVID-19
Wolters Kluwer
New York, NY

ENVIRONMENT
Laine Crosby
Meg Sczyrba
ABA Bank Compliance: The Increasingly Hot Topic of Climate Change
American Bankers Association
Washington, DC

Seabright McCabe
Unbreakable Bricks: Transforming Plastic Waste
Society of Women Engineers
Cleveland Heights, OH

NEWSLETTERS
Nikki Yannone
Tammy Holoman
Rachel Sommers
Counseling Around the World: December 2021 NBCC Visions
National Board for Certified Counselors
Greensboro, NC

Elisa Becze
ONS Voice
Oncology Nursing Society
Pittsburgh, PA

Amanda McCullough
Stockton News E-Newsletter
Stockton University
Galloway, NJ

Halley Sutton
Campus Security Report, October 2021
Wiley
Playa del Rey, CA

Brenda Wilt
Holly Fishel
Casey Eisenhart
PSATS Morning News
www.psats.org
Enola, PA

MAGAZINES, JOURNALS & TABLOIDS
Ben Williams
The Diversity Issue
AAHA
Portland, ME

Nicole Racadag
Lisa Pampillonia
Chad Hudnall
The Way Ahead: Screening Special Issue
American College of Radiology
Fairfax, VA

Susan Straight
Monitor on Psychology
American Psychological Association
Arlington, VA

Lucy Robertson
Educational Leadership, October 2021 “Compassionate Discipline”
ASCD
Alexandria, VA

Danielle Galian
Dr. Cedric Dark
Nancy Calaway
October 2021 Issue
John Wiley & Sons
Morton Grove, IL

Danielle Andrus
Bridger Cummings
Albert Hanner
Journal of Financial Planning
Journal of Financial Planning
Denver, CO

AlumNUS Oct-Dec 2021
Mediacorp Pte Ltd
Singapore

Lois Levine
The Children’s Mental Health Crisis
MJH Life Sciences
Lawrence Township, NJ

Jason Chiew
Lifewise, Jan-Mar 2022, Issue 91
National Healthcare Group
Singapore

SHS Marketing Team
Erin Gudge
Heart to Heart
Samaritan Health Services
Corvallis, OR

Tony Lee
HR Magazine
SHRM
Alexandria, VA

Fenella Saunders
Trustworthy Science, July-August 2021 Special Issue, American Scientist
Sigma Xi, The Scientific Research Honor Society
Research Triangle Park, NC
Anne Perusek
SWE Magazine, Fall 2021
Society of Women Engineers
Cleveland Heights, OH

Christopher Tay
Aha
ThinkFarm Pte Ltd
Singapore

Pamela Tarapchak
Sarah LaCorte
Oncology Times
Wolters Kluwer
Philadelphia, PA

Shannon Sonnett
Thomas Lester
Andrew McCray
2021 Preliminary
Bowie-Mitchellville and
Victinity Master Plan
Prince George’s
Planning Dept., M-NCPPC
Upper Marlboro, MD

Kari Duma-White
Port Authority Suicide
Prevention mailer
UnitedHealthcare
Peoria, AZ

Kari Duma-White
DHL Financial Well-Being
Resource Guide
UnitedHealthcare
Peoria, AZ

Kate Sigety
AAO-HNS Implicit Bias
Video Education Series
AAO-HNS
Alexandria, VA

Stephanie Conner
Kiddos in the Kitchen
Active Voice Communications
Chandler, AZ

Adele Sommers
Overview of Four Learning Modes
Business Performance Inc.
Ukiah, CA

Danelle Johnston
Sally Werner
Frankly Speaking About Cancer:
CAR T Patient & Caregiver Guide
Cancer Support Community
Washington, DC

Healio News Staff
Unmasking COVID-19
Podcast and Town Hall
Healio
Thorofare, NJ

Keri Jaehnig
Bart Caylor
Wesley Cheng
Social Media Process
& Standards Guide
Idea Girl Media
Wilmington, OH

Mike Borrow
McKinsey for Kids
Mckinsey Global Publishing
New York, NY

Scott Baker
Sara Mirabilio
Dave Shaw
Hook, Line & Science
North Carolina Sea Grant
Raleigh, NC

Adam Watt
Joe DiMeo’s Face and Double
Hand Transplant Journey
NYU Langone Health
New York, NY

John Renz
Heidi Udell
Michelle Kwiatkowski
Prudential FlexGuard
NASDAQ Billboard
Prudential
Newark, NJ

Hannah Baston
Dr. Zina O’Leary
SAGE Campus - Research Proposal
SAGE Publishing, Inc.
London, England
United Kingdom

Erick Gill
Mike Claus
Stefan Rogenmoser
St. Lucie County
Weekly COVID Briefings
St. Lucie County BOCC
Fort Pierce, FL

Phaedra Cress
Brest Implant Illness:
An Expert-Panel Discussion
on Current Research
The Aesthetic Society
Garden Grove, CA

VIRTUAL
COMMUNICATIONS
Carrie Goldrick
Amanda Beasley
America Saves Week Emails:
Save-Cation Campaign
Empower
Hunt Valley, MD

SOCIAL MEDIA
Alana Roche’
NASA’s Armstrong Flight
Research Center Instagram
Logical Innovations Inc. at NASA’s
Armstrong Flight Research
Center
Edwards, CA

Lois Bowers
Lois A. Bowers' coronavirus blogs
McKnight’s Senior Living
North Olmsted, OH

Andrew Snyder
Inspiring Stories on Content Hub –
Paola, Koshal, Martine Holden
Orlando Health
Orlando, FL

Carly Brockinton
County Scavenger Hunt
Prince George’s
Planning Dept., M-NCPPC
Upper Marlboro, MD

Meagan Brace
Valerie Alba
Skyler Swezy
Sandia Labs’ Social Media:
Celebrating diversity,
elevating inclusion
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM
WEB SITES
Buck Global, LLC. and Pfizer Communications Team
Pfizer U.S. Annual Enrollment Website
Buck Global, LLC
New York, NY

Hannibal Inker
Brain Tissue Repository
Mind & Media
Alexandria, VA

Laura Gilbert
Linda Nguyen
Prospect Medical Holdings’ New Website
Prospect Medical Holdings
Los Angeles, CA

Joseph Ney
Make Your Mental Health a Priority
Reingold
Alexandria, VA

Edward Vital
Lupus Forum
University of Leeds,
Stafford, Staffordshire
United Kingdom

CAMPAIGNS, PROGRAMS & PLANS
Lauren Nowicki
Jenny Arndt
Scientific Foundations: 850 Children Receive STEM Literacy Program at Edwards Vacuum Groundbreaking
Dacon Corporation
Natick, MA

Heather Simmons
Bechtel - Get Fit Financially
Empower Retirement
Overland Park, KS

Justin Smith
Megan Jahns
Mr. Snowplow Public Service Campaign
Idaho Transportation Department
Boise, ID

Giuseppe Barone
IMA Integrated Marketing & Communications Campaign – Becoming the Most Desirable Credential for Accounting and Finance Professionals
IMA (Institute of Management Accountants)
Montvale, NJ

Laura Peterson
Steve Lighthill
Kevin Rohrer
NASA’s Armstrong Flight Research Center’s 75th Anniversary Campaign
Media Fusion Inc. at NASA’s Armstrong Flight Research Center
Edwards, CA

Carmony Breaux-Burns
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 401(k) and 457(b) Deferred Compensation Plans—Investing Wisely Campaign
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA

Matt Brock
Quality Talks
NCQA
Washington, DC

Ginny Van Cura
Opuntum Store Sept.
Baby Safety + Owlet(6)
OpuntumRx
Arlington Heights, IL

Irís Brito, MD
Murilo Secanho, MD
Macarena Vizcay, MD
PRS Global Open’s Face the Case
PRS Global Open
Dallas, TX

Molly Brauer
Trihealth - Student Debt Solution
TriHealth
Cincinnati, OH

WRITING
Steve Casey
Ed Parker
Why the Merger Is a Bad Idea
3550 Magazine
Portland, OR

Dianna Jo Copley
Georgina Morley
Ethics in Critical Care
AACN Advanced Critical Care
Aliso Viejo, CA

Rachel Nania
What Can the 1918 Flu Pandemic Tell Us About the End of COVID?
AARP
Washington, DC

Margaret Guroff
The Back-to-Normal Health Plan for Your 50s/60s/70s
AARP The Magazine
Washington, DC

Mary Bearns
Alliant Energy: Financial Wellness
Alliant Energy
Cedar Rapids, IA

Susan Straight
“Raising Anti-racist Children” by Kirsten Weir
American Psychological Association
Arlington, VA

Francesca Charmey
Initial distribution of COVID-19 vaccines to front-line hospital workers and community first responders—A prospective descriptive study
American Society of Healthcare Risk Management
Chicago, IL
Andrew K. Przybylski  
*There Is No Evidence That Associations Between Adolescents’ Digital Technology Engagement and Mental Health Problems Have Increased*
Oxford Internet Institute  
Oxford, Oxfordshire  
United Kingdom

Christine Coolick  
*Advancing Careers While Caring for Others Society of Women Engineers*  
Cleveland Heights, OH

Kendra Prince  
*Dancing Through the Fog Tarrant County College Fort Worth, TX*

Christina Grenhart  
*Lori McNerney Anna Luebker The Intersection of Patient Engagement and Provider Expectations UPshow Chicago, IL*

Jan Corwin Enger  
*Larry Aguirre Navigating the diagnostic challenges of bipolar disorder in youth Wolters Kluwer Philadelphia, PA*

**DESIGN & ILLUSTRATION**

Ellen Errico  
*2022 ALS Walk to Defeat ALS Collateral ALS Association Arlington, VA*

Jennifer Dinkel  
*Maria Cipicchio Infographic: Reaching Multiple Sclerosis Patients OptimizeRx Rochester, MI*

Ginny Van Cura  
*b2b-interactive-A better path to affordable benefits OptumRx Arlington Heights, IL*

Robert Getz  
*Population, Housing, and Economic Survey of Prince George’s County The Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission Upper Marlboro, MD*

**ONE-OF-A-KIND PUBLICATIONS**

The SIGNAL Staff  
*The SIGNAL Kids AFCEA/SIGNAL Magazine Fairfax, VA*

Courtney McKay  
*BOMA Deep Dives BOMA International Washington, DC*

Kaitlyn Gallagher  
*MS Relapse Toolkit Multiple Sclerosis Association of America Cherry Hill, NJ*

Anne Llewellyn  
*We are Made of Stories: Stories from a Nurse Advocate Nurse Advocate Plantation, FL*

Stacie Harrison  
*Eric Iversen Mark Loepker Outsmart Cyberthreats Start Engineering, LLC Winnetka, IL*
# COVID-19 MEDIA

**#1. COVID-19 Media - Health & Medical**

Kathy Schoonover-Shoffner
Fall 2021 Update: Navigating COVID Vaccination in Tumultuous Times
Nurses Christian Fellowship, Journal of Christian Nursing
Madison, WI

Brian Leong
Lewis Leong
National University Health System - OneNUHS_Covid-19 Commemorative Book
Oxygen Studio Designs Pte Ltd
Geylang, Singapore

Henrikas Bartusevičius
The Psychological Burden of the COVID-19 Pandemic Is Associated With Antisystemic Attitudes and Political Violence
Peace Research Institute of Oslo
Oslo, Norway

Rod J. Rohrich, MD
Kevin C. Chung MD
Angela Burch
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery’s COVID-19 Collection
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
Dallas, TX

Phaedra Cress
Jessica Welsh
Ipék Ozkaya
IEEE Software
IEEE
Piscataway, NJ
Everett Chasen
Mabel Yu
Fighting COVID-19 on the Front Lines
NARFE
Alexandria, VA
Jason Chiew
Lifewise, Apr-Jun 2021, Issue 88
[Article on page 8: ‘Breaking the Chain of Transmission’]
National Healthcare Group Singapore

**#2. COVID-19 Media – Education & Training**

No Award Presented

**#3. COVID-19 Media - Newspaper/Magazine Articles**

Susan Straight
“The Collective Burden of Long COVID” by Melody Schreiber
American Psychological Association
Arlington, VA

Sandra Guy
Examining the Impacts of COVID-19 on the Engineering Pipeline
Society of Women Engineers
Cleveland Heights, OH

**#6. COVID-19 Media - Social Media**

Alyssa D’Agosto
Kevin Roman
Giovanella Stewart
PCCS Empower Hour
Person Centered Care Services
Staten Island, NY

**#4. COVID-19 Media - Corporate/Employee Communications**

Dave Katz
Alicia Rodgers-Alston
Evan Stenberg
Return to Community
Prudential
Newark, NJ

**#5. COVID-19 Media - Government/Association**

Kristin Taylor
Jocelyn Pysarchuk
James Specker
COVID-19 Response Integrated Campaign (Multi-year Effort)
American Massage Therapy Association (AMTA)
Evaston, IL

Patrice Nicholas
The nurse practitioner’s role in addressing chronic sequelae of Lyme disease as a climate change related disease
Massachusetts General Hospital
Boston, MA

Echo D. Cartwright
Mary Jean Jones
Climate and Energy
Wiley (publishes Climate and Energy)
Cohoes, NY

**ENVIRONMENT**

**#7. Environment - Climate Change**

Healio Staff
Climate Change and Health Resource Center
Healio
Thorofare, NJ

Patrice Nicholas
The nurse practitioner’s role in addressing chronic sequelae of Lyme disease as a climate change related disease
Massachusetts General Hospital
Boston, MA

Sandra Guy
Examining the Impacts of COVID-19 on the Engineering Pipeline
Society of Women Engineers
Cleveland Heights, OH

Alyssa D’Agosto
Kevin Roman
Giovanella Stewart
PCCS Empower Hour
Person Centered Care Services
Staten Island, NY

**AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE**
#8. Environment - Eco-Friendly
North Carolina Sea Grant
Coastal Landscapes
Initiative Partners
Native Plant Picks
Video Series from the
Coastal Landscapes Initiative
North Carolina Sea Grant
Raleigh, NC

#9. Environment - Energy (including solar, wind, nuclear, oil & gas, coal)
David McNeill
Fukushima 10 Years Later
ASEE
Meguro, Tokyo
Japan

Stephen Dujack
Akiely Hu
The Environmental Forum,
September-October 2021
Environmental Law Institute
Charlottesville, VA

#10. Environment - Special Purpose (includes special reports)
John Richard Schrock
Ryan O’Meara
Hank Guarisco
Kansas School Naturalist
Emporia State University
Emporia, KS

Jennifer Jay
Nate Richardson
Art Bukowski
Love the Land, Pass it On.
The Story of the
Campaign for Generations
Grand Traverse Regional Land Conservancy
Traverse City, MI

Lisa Hooker
Maggie Tilley
NOVEC Biomass Electric
Generating Facility:
An Energy & Community Asset
Northern Virginia
Electric Cooperative
Manassas, VA

#11. Newsletters - Print (entire issue - content & design)
Karen Walden
The Buck Hill Breeze
Buck Hill Falls Company
Buck Hill Falls, PA

Lori Sharn
CEO Update January 8, 2021
CEO Update
Washington, DC

Inside Personal Finance Team
Inside Personal Finance
September 2021
Edelman Financial Engines
Boston, MA

Michelle Collins
Julie Collins
Janna Fiester
Today’s Buyer’s Rep: July 2021 – Annual “Trends Issue”
National Association of REALTORS®
Chicago, IL

Diane Thorne
Empire Plan Reports 2021
NYS Dept of Civil Service,
NYSHIP
Albany, NY

Kristy Pomes
Patrick Durgin-Bruce
2021 Parkinson’s
Foundation Newsletter
Parkinson’s Foundation
Miami, FL

Christina Hicks
Ashley Glueck
Christie Mellor
Character Core Magazine
Strata Leadership
Edmond, OK

Yael Gen
Aquatic Sciences Center
Chronicle, 2021 Issue 3
University of Wisconsin Aquatic Sciences Center
Madison, WI

Valerie A. Canady
Gary Enos
Douglas Devaux
Mental Health Weekly Special Issue: Mental Health Innovations
Wiley (publishes
Mental Health Weekly)
Manning, SC

#12. Newsletters - Electronic & Email (entire issue)
John Simmons
Mary Hannah
The Nursing News
IU School of Nursing
Bloomington, IN

Drexilla Alle
Linda Popejoy
Kristina Majewski
Pro Bono Publico
Legal Counsel for the Elderly
Washington, DC

Jay Levine
Kirstin Sharrer
Steve Lighthill
September 2021 Interactive Edition - Center Marks 75 Years
Logical Innovations Inc. at NASA’s Armstrong Flight Research Center
Edwards, CA

Jason Chiew
Together@NHG
[31 December 2021]
National Healthcare Group
Singapore

Ginny Van Cura
Perks Newsletters
OptumRx
Arlington Heights, IL

Tony Lee
All Things Work
SHRM
Alexandria, VA

Tim Fulton
Small Business
Matters Newsletter
Small Business Matters
Atlanta, GA

Julie Olthoff
Eblast for GPTC
VIA Marketing
Merrillville, IN

Lawrence Faltz
SkyWAAtch, the
Newsletter of Westchester Amateur Astronomers
Westchester Amateur Astronomers
Valhalla, NY

Nikki Corbo
Nicole Murray
Karen Regan
World Energy
Monthly Newsletter
World Energy
Boston, MA

Lawrence Kelty
Sara Welch
Rezaallah Mahmud
ZicklinBusiness Newsletter
Zicklin School of Business
New York, NY

#13. Newsletters - Writing (entire issue)
Alison Insinger
Gary Enos
James Sigman
Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Weekly
Wiley (publishes Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Weekly)
Carmel, NY

Alison Insinger
Jeffrey Hunt, M.D.
Mary Jean Jones
The Brown University Child & Adolescent Psychopharmacology Update
Wiley (publishes The Brown University Child & Adolescent Psychopharmacology Update)
Carmel, NY
#14. Newsletters - Design & Layout (entire issue)

National Healthcare Group Polyclinics (NHGP)
Transforming Primary Care Issue 13 - Mission: Vaccination (COVID-19 Vaccination Drive)
National Healthcare Group Polyclinics, Singapore

#15. Newsletters - 1-2 Person-Produced

Apoorva Stull
Charles Fiegl
CAP Advocacy Update Newsletter
College of American Pathologists
Washington, DC

Jolene Nonemaker
Maria Valvo
Connection Newsletter September 2021
Excelsior BlueCross BlueShield
Utica, NY

Denise Timpko
Chez Timpko News 2020/2021
Gettier Group
Broadlands, VA

McKnight’s Senior Living Staff
McKnight’s Senior Living Daily Briefing
McKnight’s Senior Living North Olmsted, OH

MaryKay Grueneberg
Sian Mehl
STC Chicago Byline Newsletter
STC Chicago
Elk Grove Village, IL

#16. Newsletters - Most Improved

Grier Mendel
Carole Ricks
Nancy Lutz
How Specificity Increased Engagement for Community Service
AARP
Washington, DC

Lisa Staudinger
Steve Sheridan
The Journey of the Journey Family Promise of Cowlitz County
Kelso, WA

Jill Blum
Rachel Ruocco
Tracee Orlando Fruman
Baltimore County Bar Association Monthly Newsletter “The Advocate”
Jill Blum Design
Baltimore, MD

#17. Magazines, Journals & Tabloids - Print (entire issue-up to 32 pages plus cover)

Paul Snyder
Kendra Mims-Applewhite
Breast Reconstruction 2021
American Society of Plastic Surgeons
Arlington Heights, IL

Krystie Dovenmuehler
2021 Empire State Energy Annual Magazine
E&M Consulting Inc.
Chaska, MN

Lincoln RE&T Team
Q1 2022 Lincoln Frontline
Ford Motor Company
Troy, MI

Ford Product Team
Ford Frontline -- July/August 2021
Ford Motor Company
Troy, MI

McKnight’s Senior Living Staff
McKnight’s Senior Living
McKnight’s Senior Living
North Olmsted, OH

Imagine Feb 2021 - May 2021
Mediacorp Pte Ltd
Singapore

Patricia Lloyd
Aspire member magazine
Redstone Federal Credit Union
Huntsville, AL

Roger Real Drouin
Coastal Heritage, Vol. 34, No. 1, Summer 2021 “All Hands on Deck: Addressing Coastal Challenges of the Next 30 Years”
S.C. Sea Grant Consortium
Charleston, SC

Jim Muyo
Ed Carpenter
Samuel Merritt University Magazine, Fall, 2021
Samuel Merritt University
Oakland, CA

Mary Rogers
Louise Lowry
The Mirabella Monthly
The Mirabella Monthly
Seattle, WA

Christopher Tay
Singapore Health
ThinkFarm Pte Ltd
Singapore

#18. Magazines, Journals & Tabloids - Print (entire issue-over 32 pages plus cover)

Mary Fran Tracy
Laura Haefner
Michael Muscat
AACN Advanced Critical Care
AACN Advanced Critical Care
Aliso Viejo, CA

Annette M. Bourgault
Rebecka Wulf
Michael Muscat
Critical Care Nurse, June 2021
AACN Critical Care Nurse
Aliso Viejo, CA

Margaret Guroff
The AARP Bulletin, November 2021
AARP The Magazine
Washington, DC

Ryan Benn
alive USA
Alive Publishing Group Inc.
Richmond, BC
Canada

Lindsey Phillips
Holly Zheng
September 2021
Counseling Today
American Counseling Association
Alexandria, VA

Beth Smiley
Emily Hamann
American Rose Society
Shreveport, LA

Stephanie Kern
Marlene Hendrickson
Jennifer Silber
Staffing Success Magazine
American Staffing Association
Alexandria, VA

Jessica Hein
Jody Johnson
Paint Horse Journal
APHA
Fort Worth, TX
Marcia Passos-Duffy
atHome Magazine • Fall/Holiday Issue 2021
Backporch Publishing LLC
Keene, NH

Douglas Kelly
Peter Noble
Kevin McSweeney
(mt) Marine Technology
October 2021: Safety at Sea
Byline, Inc.
Clinton, CT

Denise Doring VanBuren
Jennifer Minus
American Spirit
(March/April 2021)
Daughters of the American Revolution
Washington, DC

Ben Tyree
Ken Salter
DAU Visual Arts and Press
Editorial, Design
Defense Acquisition Magazine
Defense Acquisition University
Fort Belvoir, VA

Chris Longo
Mike Cecchini
Rosie Fletcher
Den of Geek Quarterly
Magazine Issue 4
Den of Geek
New York, NY

Brian Donahue
Sara Grillo
Mike Hubert
Dental Product Shopper
July/August 2021
Dental Product Shopper
Manalapan, NJ

Rachel Romines
Inclusion = Success - May 2021
Insight Magazine
IIA of IL
Springfield, IL

Mike Consol
Real Assets Adviser issues
Institutional Real Estate, Inc.
San Ramon, CA

Keri Losavio
Philip Seo, MD, MHS
Liliana Estep
The Rheumatologist, June 2021
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Hoboken, NJ

LifeWise Jul-Sep 2021
Mediacorp Pte Ltd
Singapore

Megan Kilian
Melissa Allen
Tom Gorczynski
EA Journal Jan/Feb 2022
Issue- Questions for Clients
During the 2021 Tax Season
National Association of Enrolled Agents
Washington, DC

Lisa Ryckman
Stephen Miller
Kevin Frazzini
State Legislatures Magazine
National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL)
Denver, CO

Sean Ireland
Rachel Jackson
Kristen Thomas
Flame, Issue 2, 2022
National Franchisee Association
Kennesaw, GA

Sandra Shumway
Journal of Shellfish Research vol 40 #1
National Shellfisheries Association
Groton, CT

Leslie McGee
Clinical Journal of Oncology Nursing
Oncology Nursing Society
Pittsburgh, PA

Ruth Featherstone
Front Lines
Ontario Nurses’ Association
Toronto, ON

Neil Pierson
Jeffrey Sabourin
Jeff Bond
Scotsman Guide
Commercial Edition
Scotsman Guide Inc.
Bothell, WA

Alexis Fermanis
SIOR Report
SIOR
Washington, DC

Ami Brown
Cat-Tales Magazine
St. James Property Owners’ Association
Southport, NC

Jack Morgan
Jason Risley
September 2021 Textile Services magazine
Textile Services magazine Alexandria, VA

Shawn Dorman
September 2021 F5J: Twenty Years Later: Where Does Diplomacy Stand?
The Foreign Service Journal
Washington, DC

VFW Magazine
Remembering 9/11
VFW
Kansas City, MO

Maureen Kennedy
AJN July 2021 Issue
Wolters Kluwer
New York, NY

#19. Magazines, Journals & Tabloids - Electronic

Katie Allodi
ASDS “Currents” Vol. 2022 Issue 1
American Society for Dermatologic Surgery
Rolling Meadows, IL

Renee Causey-Upton
Dana Howell
Cindy Hayden
Journal of Occupational Therapy Education: Volume 5, Issue 1, January 2021
EKU
Richmond, KY

George Dunea
Elizabeth Ruda
Hektoen International Journal of the Medical Humanities
Hektoen Institute of Medicine
Chicago, IL

Jeffrey Voas
Computer, July 2021,
Technology Predictions
IEEE Computer Society
Los Alamitos, CA

Drew Campbell
Institutional Investing in Infrastructure (3) issues
Institutional Real Estate, Inc.
San Ramon, CA

Thomas Mankowski
FORUM: PRYING THE DOORS OPEN: WOMEN OF COLOR MENTORING IN THE FIELD OF COMMUNICATION
International Communication Association
Washington, DC

Heidi Horan
Heidi Antman
Guy Finley
Risks & Rewards
MESA
Van Nuys, CA

Lynee Johnson
The Value Examiner
National Association of Certified Valuators and Analysts
Salt Lake City, UT

Bob Searles
Dan Hubbard
Collin King
Feature story -- Supporting the Caregiving Needs of Employees
National Business Aviation Association
Washington, CT
#20. Magazines, Journals & Tabloids - Custom-Published

Cynthia Marsh  
Patty Johnson  
Matt Luhm  
Contractor MN PHCC  
Blue Water Publishers LLC  
Milwaukee, WI  

Thomas Martinelli  
Paul Banks  
Erin McKendrick  
2021 Rhinebeck Destination Guide  
Content Studio / Martinelli Custom Publishing  
Wappingers Falls, NY  

Lincoln RE&T Team  
Q4 2021 Lincoln Frontline  
Ford Motor Company  
Troy, MI  

#21. Magazines, Journals & Tabloids - Writing (entire issue)

Margaret Guroff  
AARP The Magazine, February/March 2021  
AARP The Magazine Washington, DC  

Ford Product Team  
Ford Frontline -- November/December 2021  
Ford Motor Company  
Troy, MI  

SUPER BOWL LVI PROGRAM NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE / H.O. ZIMMAN, INC. Lynn, MA  

Mark Stinnett  
High Country Magazine Special Issue - The Ute Park Fire of 2018  
High Country Magazine  
Colorado Springs, CO  

Jason Chiew  
LifeWise, Oct-Dec 2021, Issue 90  
National Healthcare Group Singapore  

Heather Demsky  
T. Rowe Price Investor Magazine  
T. Rowe Price Owings Mills, MD  

Amy Hamaker  
Alexander Chiu, MD  
ENToday May 2021 Issue  
Wiley Canyon Country, CA  

Samara Kuehne  
Purnendu Vasavada  
Rick Stier  
Food Quality & Safety - October/November 2021  
Wiley Hoboken, NJ  

Maureen Brady  
Rosanne Raso  
Nursing Management November 2021 Safety Solutions issue  
Wolters Kluwer Philadelphia, PA  

#22. Magazines, Journals & Tabloids - Design & Layout (entire issue)

Madeline Polino  
CFMA Building Profits May/June 2021: Navigate Your Strategic Direction  
CFMA Princeton, NJ  

Emily Beliles  
Norene Johnson  
Nicole Brate  
Defense Acquisition University Fort Belvoir, VA  

Ken Wangler  
Dustin Reid  
Kevin Michalowski  
Concealed Carry Magazine Delta Defense West Bend, WI  

2022 MASTERS JOURNAL AUGUSTA NATIONAL GOLF CLUB / H.O. ZIMMAN, INC. Lynn, MA  

HealthU Magazine Hackensack Meridian Health & GLC, part of SPM group Skokie, IL  

Kelley Braga  
Bret Colhoun  
Emilia Bollini  
Living Lavishly Magazine, Vol. 12 Simply Clear Marketing San Luis Obispo, CA  

Publication Design Team BeLocal magazine The N2 Company Battleboro, NC
#23. Magazines, Journals & Tabloids - 1-2 Person-Produced

Laine Crosby
Ken Ceccucci
ABA Bank Compliance
American Bankers Association
Washington, DC

Holly Beretto
Desiree Rodriguez
The Word Spring/Summer 2021
Incarnate Word Academy
Houston, TX

Brittany Bungert
Iowa Auto Dealer
Iowa Automobile Dealers Association
West Des Moines, IA

#24. Magazines, Journals & Tabloids - Magazine Series (includes [up to 3] issues on a single topic or theme)

John R. Hughes
Opflow January/February, March, April 2021 issues for the series on advanced metering infrastructure
American Water Works Association
Denver, CO

Briana Fedorko
David Falchek
Jim Rink
American Wine Society
Wine Journal
Blue Flower Graphic Design
Edwardsville, PA

Kaitlin Ugolik, Phillips, MS
Peter J. Morris, MD, MH, MDiv
Kathy Colville, MSPH, MSW
COVID-19 in NC: Equity, Innovation, and Community
North Carolina Medical Journal
Morrisville, NC

Andrew Snyder
Choose Health
Orlando Health
Orlando, FL

Fay Ellis
Stephanie Specht
Diversity
Wolters Kluwer
Philadelphia, PA

#25. Magazines, Journals & Tabloids - Green (includes energy, environment, climate & eco-friendly topics)

Stephen Dujack
Akielly Hu
The Environmental Forum
Environmental Law Institute
Charlottesville, VA

Sara Coles
Yasmin Stephens
Lis Riley
Johnson Matthey Technology Review
Johnson Matthey Plc
Royston, Hertfordshire United Kingdom

Lisa Tossey
Nicole Lehming
Wendy Mitman Clarke
Chesapeake Quarterly - Aquatic Invaders of the Chesapeake
Maryland Sea Grant
Berlin, MD

Joy Horak-Brown
Brad Follis
Nicole Cassier-Mason
New Hope Housing 2020 Community Report
New Hope Housing, Inc.
Houston, TX

Leslie Khamsivone
2021 NOVEC Annual Report:
Powerful Purpose
NOVEC
Manassas, VA

#26. Magazines, Journals & Tabloids - Most Improved

Lauren Leedberg
Kelly Hussey
Nathan Gams
Pulse
BAE Systems
Amesbury, MA

Cathy Sperrazzo
Susan Knight
Crusader Connection
Mater Dei Catholic High School
Chula Vista, CA

#27. Annual Reports - Print (up to 32 pages plus cover)

Marcia Ennis
Randy Hawke
HSS Education Institute
Annual Report 2020
Hospital for Special Surgery
New York, NY

Joy Horak-Brown
Brad Follis
Nicole Cassier-Mason
New Hope Housing 2020 Community Report
New Hope Housing, Inc.
Houston, TX

Leslie Khamsivone
2021 NOVEC Annual Report:
Powerful Purpose
NOVEC
Manassas, VA

#28. Annual Reports - Print (over 32 pages plus cover)

Patrick McGee
Sarah Hughes
Marian Dennis
Prevail: Fox Chase Cancer Center Annual Report 2021
Fox Chase Cancer Center
Cheltenham, PA

#29. Annual Reports - Electronic

Genna Rollins
Susa McCutcheon
Francoise Jakobsson
ANA Enterprise 2020 Annual Impact Report
American Nurses Association
Silver Spring, MD

Amy Cross
Making an Impact: CAHEC at Work
CAHEC Raleigh, NC

Robert Wilkinson
2021 HMIS Year in Review
Hanford Mission Integration Solutions
Richland, WA

David Pena
Ximena Rodriguez
IDB Invest Annual Report 2020
IDB Invest
Washington, DC

Lisa Tossey
Nicole Lehming
Wendy Mitman Clarke
2019-20 Maryland Sea Grant Biennial Report
Maryland Sea Grant
Berlin, MD

National Healthcare Group Polyclinics (NHGP)
EMBRACING A NEW NORMAL IN PRIMARY CARE FY2020 ANNUAL REPORT
National Healthcare Group Polyclinics, Singapore
Singapore
#30. Annual Reports - 1-2 Person-Produced

Kristi Rhule
Kendall Johnson
Community Foundation Alliance FY21 Annual Report
Community Foundation Alliance
Evansville, IN

Lisa Staudinger
Tony Faso
Family Promise of Cowlitz County Annual Report
Family Promise of Cowlitz County
Kelso, WA

Seth Katzen
Alexandra Tornek
Power by YOU With Gratitude
Jewish Federation of Delaware
Wilmington, DE

#31. Print Media - Education & Training

Elaina Munro
Introduction to Health Care Facilities Management
American Society for Health Care Engineering
Chicago, IL

Cayley Vogelzang
Cancer Wellness is transforming the Cancer Community!
Cancer Wellness
Chicago, IL

Carolyn Ellis
Lead Conversations that Count: How Busy Managers Run Great Meetings
Carolyn B. Ellis Consulting Services
Toronto, ON
Canada

Beanstalk July Sept 2021
Mediacorp Pte Ltd
Singapore

Bill Tony
Suzanne Mahon
Understanding Genomic and Hereditary Cancer Risk: A Handbook for Oncology Nurses
Oncology Nursing Society
Pittsburgh, PA

Eric Gilkey
Phil Gusman
Jason Williams
CLM Magazine
The CLM
Oxford, OH

#32. Print Media - Marketing & Public Relations (includes media kits)

Lana Tucker
Nikki Lichhardt
Stephanie Catlett
Tippie College of Business
Specialized Master’s Viewbook
Tippie Collegiate Marketing Team
Iowa City, IA

#33. Print Media - Organization Capability & Identity Materials

Shannon Sonnett
2021 Prince George’s Planning Department Marketing Flyer
Prince George’s Planning Dept., M-NCPPC
Upper Marlboro, MD

#34. Print Media - Employee & Benefit Materials

Leslie Acosta
Janine Coughlin
Elevator Constructors
401(k) Enrollment
Empower Retirement
Deland, FL

Diane Thorne
At A Glances 2022
NYS Dept of Civil Service, NYSHIP
Albany, NY

Diane Thorne
Planning for Retirement 2021
NYS Dept of Civil Service, NYSHIP
Albany, NY

Alex Gamble
Meet The 401(k) Match - The Timken Company Savings and Investment Retirement Plan
(Employee Benefit Materials)
The Timken Company
North Canton, OH

Kari Duma-White
Liberty Mutual Broad Awareness Mailer
UnitedHealthcare
Peoria, AZ

Kari Duma-White
Target Annual Exam mailer
UnitedHealthcare
Peoria, AZ

Kari Duma-White
Molson Coors Diabetes mailer
UnitedHealthcare
Peoria, AZ

Kari Duma-White
Fiserv Diabetes and Prediabetes campaign
UnitedHealthcare
Peoria, AZ

Kari Duma-White
Williams 2021 Programs mailer
UnitedHealthcare
Peoria, AZ

Donna Parobek
Western & Southern Financial Group Employee Retirement 401(k) Savings Plan Highlights
Western & Southern Financial Group
Cincinnati, OH

#35. Print Media - Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

Marilyn Oermann
Molly Altman
Addressing Positionality Within Case-Based Learning to Mitigate Systemic Racism in Health Care
Duke University
Chapel Hill, NC
## #36. Print Media - Meeting & Event Materials (includes conferences)

- Stephanie Kern
- Janelle Welch
- Staffing World 2021 On-Site Program
- American Staffing Association
- Alexandria, VA

## #37. Print Media - Catalogs, Directories & Guides

- David Beagin
- Cindi Sathra
- Christina Reeves
- Gasper Christmas 2021 Catalog
- Gasper Landscaping
- Doylestown, PA

## #38. Print Media - Books

- Kate Redding
- Legacy of Excellence
- AAO-HNS
- Alexandria, VA

## #39. Print Media – Special Purpose

No Award Presented

## ELECTRONIC MEDIA

## #40. Electronic Media - Education & Training

- Leonard Calabrese
  - Management of Rheumatic Musculoskeletal Diseases in the COVID-19 Era
  - Fasenmyer Center for Clinical Immunology, Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Ohio, USA
  - Stafford, Staffordshire
  - United Kingdom

- Vik Aurora
  - Pet Animal Care Facilities Act Overview
  - Focus EduSolutions
  - Woburn, MA

## #41. Electronic Media - Electronic Publications (includes Web & PDF publications, including eBooks)

- Shruti Kundu
  - Writing for all – An accessibility eBook
  - Cognizant Technology Solutions
  - Kolkata, West Bengal
  - India

## #42. Electronic Media - Multimedia (includes interactive & non-interactive multimedia)

- Shruti Kundu
  - An interactive demo of a luxury car
  - Cognizant Technology Solutions
  - Kolkata, West Bengal
  - India

## #43. Electronic Media - Video Media

- Mary Koik
  - Mini Documentary: Newport’s John Stevens Shop Leaves Its Mark on History
  - American Battlefield Trust
  - Washington, DC
Courtney McKay
From Adversity Comes Greatness: BOMA’s 2020 Year in Review
BOMA International
Washington, DC

Julia Guidi
Jessica Foust
CMSU New Hire Benefits Orientation Video
Canon Medical Systems USA, Inc.
Tustin, CA

Jaclyn Tacoronte
JMT Media Podcast and Video Series
JMT Media
Staten Island, NY

Marshall McClain
The Layover with LAAPOA
Los Angeles Airport Peace Officers Association
Burbank, CA

Jim Christiana
Kevin Roach
Jen Nolfi
Allegheny Intermediate Unit 60-second video
M:7 Agency
Beaver, PA

Dede Dinius
Steve Parcel
Megan Person
NASA’s Armstrong Flight Research Center 2021 Highlights Video Media Fusion Inc. at NASA’s Armstrong Flight Research Center
Edwards, CA

Adam Watt
Joseph Pisarchick
Nancy’s Story
NYU Langone Health
New York, NY

Jesus Zapata
30 years of Project Vida
Project Vida
El Paso, TX

Lauren Hunt
Video Journal of Sports Medicine (VJSM)
SAGE Publishing, Inc.
Thousand Oaks, CA

Jennifer Lankford
Stephanie Sulmer
Sheltering Arms Institute Commercial Series
Sheltering Arms Physical Rehabilitation Centers
Glen Allen, VA

Bernard Chia
Thrina Tham
Vince Sia
Jungle Survival 101
So Drama! Entertainment Singapore

Phaedra Cress
Double Loading of Breast Implants in Aesthetic and Reconstructive Plastic Surgery with the iNPLANT Funnel
The Aesthetic Society
Garden Grove, CA

Phaedra Cress
Repair of Lower Eyelid Cicatricial Entropion With Midface Lift, Spacer Graft, and Drill-Hole Canthoplasty
The Aesthetic Society
Garden Grove, CA

#44. Electronic Media - Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Michelle Reo-Regan
Lynna Goch
The Many Facets of D&I AM Best
Oldwick, NJ

Mike Borruso
The economic state of Black America
Mckinsey Global Publishing
New York, NY

Tommia Hayes
Matt Broek
David Smolar
NCQA’s Health Equity Initiative NCQA
Washington, DC

Amanda Gosman, MD, FACS
Rachel Bluebond-Langner, MD
Joyce McIntyre, MD
PRS Global Open’s 2021 Women’s History Month Collection
PRS Global Open
Dallas, TX

Dave Katz
Michael Scirrotto
Celebrating PRIDE month (hybrid event)
Prudential
Newark, NJ

Kelly Wakefield
WMFHA Wednesdays
Washington Multi-Family Housing Association
Rental, WA

#45. Electronic Media - Special Purpose
William Maroni
Christa Trinler
TRANSform 2021 Opening Video
American Public Transportation Association
Washington, DC

Kari Duma-White
Delta Open Enrollment Interactive Flyer
UnitedHealthcare
Peoria, AZ

#46. Electronic Media - Apps & Podcasts
Debbie Segor
Haley Cowans
Chat NDT with ASNT
American Society for Nondestructive Testing Columbus, OH

Kyla Heap
Rick Farris
Rachel Williams
Risky Benefits Podcast - a podcast from FBMC Management, Inc.
FBMC Benefits Management Tallahassee, FL

Art Dykstra
Thane Dykstra
Stephen Sutter
My Plan to Flourish
High Tide Press
Joliet, IL

Jennifer Spector
Podiatry Today Podcasts
HMP Global/Podiatry Today
Malvern, PA

Stephan Hundley
Caleb Keith
Chad Beckner
Leading Improvements in Higher Education Podcast
IUPUI
Indianapolis, IN

Liza Berger
Diane Eastabrook
Voice for home care
McKnight’s Home Care Northbrook, IL

Elaine Quilici
Miranda Schmalfuhs
Pharmaceutical Executive Podcast
MJH Life Sciences
Iselin, NJ

Purushottam Nagarkar, MD
Vimal J. Gokani, MD
George Adigbli, MD
PRS Global Open
Deep Cuts Podcast
PRS Global Open
Dallas, TX

Theresa Houck
Podcast, “Automation Chat,” by The Journal From Rockwell Automation and Our Partner Network
Putman Media, Inc.
Schaumburg, IL
Anne Perusek
Troy Eller English
SWE Stories, Tales from the Archives: Getting from There to Here in Public Policy
Society of Women Engineers
Cleveland Heights, OH

Iain McInnes
Peter Nash
Cytokine Signalling Forum: Podcasts
University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK
Stafford, Staffordshire United Kingdom

Lesley Dixon
Michael Klein
The Rice Stuff Podcast
USA Rice
Austin, TX

Karthika Cohen
Tarun Kunwar
Kimberly Yoon
The Nurse Practitioner Podcast: Pharyngitis
Wolters Kluwer
Philadelphia, PA

#49. Virtual Communications - Corporate Communications / Education & Training

Amy Franko
Bill.com: Scaling Growth Webinar Series
Amy Franko Associates
Delaware, OH

Bonnie Webber
Kacy Bousquin
Salem Five Financial Wellness Monthly e-Newsletter
Salem Five Bank
Salem, MA

#50. Virtual Communications - Special Purpose

Jason Chiew
Webinar hosted by a panel of medical experts to address concerns and questions on COVID-19 vaccines.
National Healthcare Group Singapore

#52. Social Media - Blog Content (editorial content of the entire blog)

Kim Marselas
Kim Marselas — Editor’s Notes
McKnight’s Long-Term Care News
Northbrook, IL

Maureen Kennedy
Jacob Molyneux
AJN Off the Charts
Wolters Kluwer
New York, NY

#53. Social Media - Best Single Blog Post

Stephanie Graff
October: A Love-Hate Season
Brown University, Lifespan Cancer Center
Barrington, RI

Clifton Barnes
Rocky Mount’s Buck Williams should be in the Hall of Fame
CB3Media - CapitalSports NC
Cary, NC

#54. Social Media - Best Series of Blog Posts (includes [up to 3] posts on a single topic or theme)

Jennifer Loftus
Cassandra Carver
Michael Maciekowich
2022 Compensation Budgeting Forecast
Astron Resource Consulting Solutions, LLC
New York, NY

#55. Social Media - Special Purpose

Phaedra Cress
#PlasticsTwitter: The Use of Twitter Data as a Tool for Evaluating Public Interest in Cosmetic Surgery Procedures
The Aesthetic Society
Garden Grove, CA

Lucas Damazio
Julia Peruchi Sehnem
Rafael Horse
Fashion Bags For Blood Bags
Volcanum Creative Lab
Criciúma, Santa Catarina Brazil

WEBSITES

#56. Websites - Websites (entire site, including content and design)

John Richards
MCH Evidence Center
Georgetown University
Washington, DC

American Institutes for Research
AIR.ORG Advancing evidence. Improving lives.
Arlington, VA
#60. Websites - Government (Federal, State, Local, International) and Associations

Gretchen Trese
Cancer.Net
American Society of Clinical Oncology
Alexandria, VA

Brian Marvel
PORAC.org
Peace Officers Research Association of California
Burbank, CA

Joseph Ney
Selective Service System
Reingold
Alexandria, VA

#61. Websites - Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

Martha Avtandilian
Elizabeth Berry
Aren Keating
Legacies of Colonialism: Exploring its Continued Impacts
SAGE Publishing
Thousand Oaks, CA

#62. Websites - Special Purpose

Cody Holt
SABCSMeetingNews.org:
The Official News Source of the 2021 San Antonio Breast Cancer Symposium
TriStar Event Media
Overland Park, KS

#63. Websites - New

Michelle Collins
Hilary Conlisk
Janna Fiester
dcreator
National Association of REALTORS®
Chicago, IL

#64. Websites - Most Improved

Jim Christiana
Jen Nolfi
CONSOL website redesign
M7 Agency
Beaver, PA

Diana Aleman
Sarah Featherstone
Jill Blaemers
Simplifying the Quantitative Data Research Process
SAGE Publishing
Thousand Oaks, CA

#65. Campaigns, Programs & Plans - Education & Training

Brooke Struminger
IPG: What’s your story?
IPG
New York, NY

Emily Dumais
Korey Edwards
Mery Von Tungeln
Schlumberger Recruiting, New Hire, and Enrollment Communications
Mercer
Riviere-du-Loup, QC Canada

Wayne Soloman
NJ Transit Retirement Plans
At Risk Campaign
New Jersey Transit
Maplewood, NJ

Said C. Azoury, MD
Lindsay Janes, MD
Ara A. Salibian, MD
PRS Journal Club
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
Dallas, TX

Jeffrey Caplan
Sentinel U® Rebrand Campaign
Sentinel U®
Waterbury, CT

#66. Campaigns, Programs & Plans - Marketing & Public Relations

Karen Martin
Kerry O’Leary
Natasha Rodriguez
ABA-Take a Closer Look Campaign
American Bankers Association
Washington, DC

David Lynch
Commonwealth of Mass.
SMART Plan Checklist
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Boston, MA

Donna Murray
Sonya Szostak
Pam Holland-Moritz
NJEA Open Enrollment Campaign
Prudential
Newark, NJ

Asit Goel
Caroline Kraunelis
Donna Kish
UniFirst’s New England Patriots Mail Campaign
UniFirst
Wilmington, MA

#67. Campaigns, Programs & Plans - Public Service (includes government, nonprofit and corporate programs in public information, charitable & community improvement areas)

Jorge Gomez
Bryan Dempsey
Bryan Rogers
Supreme Coup
First Liberty Institute
Plano, TX
Rinky Kapoor
Human Rights and
Sustainability at Bayer
G-Cube Webwide Software
Pvt Limited
Noida, Uttar Pradesh
India

Denise Vedder
Drought-Safe San Diego
San Diego County
Water Authority
San Diego, CA

Thomas Mann Jr.
“The Call to Serve:
The Thomas Mann Jr. Story”
Tom at Law
Manor, TX

#68. Campaigns,
Programs & Plans -
Employee & Benefit
Communications

Donna Westervelt
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Kansas City
Early Retirement Window
Buck
New York, NY

Julia Guidi
CMSU Employee
Benefits Summary
Canon Medical Systems
USA, Inc.
Tustin, CA

J. Brian Coleman
Dawn Foods Employee Benefit
Education Program
Dawn Foods
Jackson, MO

Workplace Wellness Programs
Women & Financial Planning
Edelman Financial Engines
Boston, MA

Ryan Nelson
Hallmark Target Retirement fund campaign
Empower Retirement
Overland Park, KS

Robert Gonzalez
FlexShares Managed by
Northern Trust Asset Management
FlexShares 10th Anniversary/ESG Core Fund Launch Imprint
New York, NY

Kathy Slife
Oshkosh Corporation - Transition
Oshkosh Corporation
Oshkosh, WI

Pam Hile
Pennsylvania State Employees’ Retirement Systems Investment Education Communications Pennsylvania State Employees’ Retirement System Harrisburg, PA

Rita Reslow
UKG - Beneficiary Wishes Campaign Ultimate Kronos Group (UKG) Lowell, MA

Christopher Fahey
Maximize your company match Vanguard Garnet Valley, PA

#69. Campaigns,
Programs & Plans -
Financial & Investment
(includes retirement topics)

Anthony Phillip
Contra Costa County Deferred Compensation Plan— Roth 457 Campaign Contra Costa County Martinez, CA

John Leutz
CCAO Participation Campaign County Commissioners Association of Ohio (CCAO) Columbus, OH

John Renz
Benjamin St. Jacques Ryan McNary Prudential Life Insurance Awareness Month Campaign Prudential Newark, NJ

Kirk Maurer
Whirlpool - Investing Help is Here Campaign Vanguard Malvern, PA

John Collins
VNSNY Plan Redesign Visiting Nurse Service of New York New York, NY

Jenn Bergner
State of Montana 457(b) Deferred Compensation Plan— Online Enrollment Campaign Montana Public Employee Retirement Administration Helena, MT

Diane Kaiser
New Hire Enrollment PERSI Choice 401(k) Plan Boise, ID

#70. Campaigns,
Programs & Plans -
Health & Medical

Amanda Cantrell
Anna Morgan
MT Mental Health Awareness Kauffman & Associates, Inc Spokane, WA

Phaedra Cress
ASJ GEMS (Global Educational Meetings): Dr. Pat Pazmino, Dr. Luis Rios, Moderator Phaedra Cress on: Brazilian Butt Lift: Current Safety Profile and Pearls for Plastic Surgeon The Aesthetic Society Garden Grove, CA

#71. Campaigns,
Programs & Plans -
Events & Meetings
(includes conferences)

Trisha Caruso
Nancy Chernitsky
Jessica Arno
Hawaiian Eye and Retina
2022 Meeting Healo LIVE Thorofare, NJ

Karen Ward
FSLC Program & Skill Focus Guide SkillsUSA Massachusetts, Inc. South Easton, MA

Kathleen Kelley
Passport to the Regency Era: Examining Early 19th Century Society and Culture Suffolk Tourism Suffolk, VA

Atessa Marashi
Jennifer Loofbourrow Geralyne Rudolph Jacobs Brochure Series for Sector-Specific Federal Funding and Grant Opportunities Jacobs Vancouver, BC Canada

Carmondy Breaux-Burns Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 401(k) and 457(b) Deferred Compensation Plans—Fraud Prevention Campaign Metropolitan Water District of Southern California Los Angeles, CA
#73. Writing - Education & Training

Ed Combs
“Oh Deer” – Ed Combs
– February/March 2021 –
Concealed Carry Magazine
Delta Defense
West Bend, WI

Sarah Mann
NASA Internships
Completed Virtually
Logical Innovations Inc. at
NASAs Armstrong Flight
Research Center
Edwards, CA

Ann Augspurger
Mary did everything right
Safe Electricity / 
Energy Ed Council
Springfield, IL

Phaedra Cress
A Practical Guide to Managing
Patients with Systemic Symptoms
and Breast Implants
The Aesthetic Society
Garden Grove, CA

#74. Writing - Feature Writing

Pete Swan
Portland’s Ship in the Sky
3550 Magazine
Portland, OR

Nestor Neil A. Peig, et al
Annette Bourgault
Rebecca Wulf
Nursing Management of a Patient
With COVID-19 Receiving ECMO:
A Case Report
AACN Critical Care Nurse
Aliso Viejo, CA

Emily Margosian
Community care
American Academy of Dermatology
Rosemont, IL

Maureen Leddy
Drugs & Devices—
Hidden Dangers
American Association for Justice
Washington, DC

Alyssa Lambert
The Lasting Impact of Trial
Lawyers—Transportation (Roads,
Trains, Aviation, Admiralty)
American Association for Justice
Washington, DC

Jenny Jones
Integrating AI into
the Clinical Workflow
American College of Radiology
Sterling, VA

Bethany Bray
Gone but not missed:
When grief is complex
American Counseling Association
Alexandria, VA

Jaime Aron
A heart researcher’s heart
stopped at a restaurant. His
daughter’s coaches saved him.
American Heart Association News
Dallas, TX

William Ehart
Special report: Quantifying
associations’ pandemic losses
CEO Update
Washington, DC

Scott Wallin
Can Dairy Be Sustainable?
Yes, and Here’s Why
Dairy Management Inc.
Rosemont, IL

Denise Doring VanBuren
Jennifer Minus
Emily McMackin Dye
Deputy Husbands’ Kept
the Home Fires Burning
Daughters of the American Revolution
Nashville, TN

Matthew Fix
DTE Energy Unique
Holiday Campaign
DTE Energy
Detroit, MI

Nicole Lim
Li Min Chua
Ani Sharma
Inflammation—the fires
that burn within
Duke-NUS Singapore

Krystie Dovenmuehler
“Convention Center Renovation
Reflects Miami’s Eclectic Energy”
by Victoria Luong
E&M Consulting Inc.
Chaska, MN

Michael Monstra
Gender care for minors requires
teamwork, centers on family
Healio
Thorofare, NJ

Kali Persall
Feature stories for Institutional
Real Estate, Americas and
Institutional Investing in
Infrastructure (i3)
Institutional Real Estate, Inc.
San Ramon, CA

Thad Plumley
75 Years of Water Well Journal
National Ground Water Association
Westerville, OH

Karen Kitzel
SkillsUSA Member Feature Stories
SkillsUSA
Leesburg, VA

Christine Coolick
The State of infrastructure
Society of Women Engineers
Cleveland Heights, OH

Sandra Guy
Male Allies Must Focus on the
Details to Help Women Succeed
Society of Women Engineers
Cleveland Heights, OH

Kendra Prince
Bridging What Seems Impossible
Tarrant County College
Fort Worth, TX

Todd Herman
After the Storm
Todd Herman Associates, PA
Greensboro, NC

Emily Kenworthy
After 50 years of on-site
experiential education programs,
the UGA Aquarium goes virtual
UGA Marine Extension and
Georgia Sea Grant
Brunswick, GA

Claudine McCarthy
Student Affairs Today:
“Discover new insights
for approaching career
development with students”
Wiley
Playa del Rey, CA

Mary Bolster
Mace’s Race
Wolters Kluwer
Philadelphia, PA

#75. Writing - How-to Writing

Phaedra Cress
Seromas: How to
Prevent and Treat Them—
a 20 Year Experience
The Aesthetic Society
Garden Grove, CA

#76. Writing - News Writing

Steve Casey
Can Portland
Survive the Apocalypse?
3550 Magazine
Portland, OR

Susan Straight
“New Research in Suicide
Prevention” by Stephanie Pappas
American Psychological Association
Arlington, VA
Teresa Whiting
Resilient Autonomy Ends, Autonomy Research Ongoing
Media Fusion Inc. at NASA's Armstrong Flight Research Center
Edwards, CA

Paul Rhien
Neutralizing antibodies for emerging viruses
Sanda National Laboratories
Livermore, CA

Fay Ellis
Stephanie Specht
New Questions About a Mysterious Neurologic Cluster in Canada
Wolters Kluwer
Philadelphia, PA

Margaret Guroff
Breaking the Silence
AARP The Magazine
Washington, DC

Brooke Bilyj
Bridging Disparities Through Health Equity
American College of Radiology
Norwalk, OH

Nancy Brown
When pediatric heart surgeon faced a rare case, he sought advice from a trusted mentor. His dad.
American Heart Association
Dallas, TX

Susan Straight
“5 Questions for Abigail Hardin”
American Psychological Association
Arlington, VA

Stacey Phillips
Preparing for the EV Revolution
Radiant Writing & Communications
Carlsbad, CA

Kelly J. Baker
Women in Higher Education: The Editor’s Odds and Ends
Wiley
Playa del Rey, CA

Samara Kuehne
Joel Chappelle
Shawn Stevens
Food Quality & Safety - Legal Update
Wiley
Hoboken, NJ

Lisa Hoffman
Thomas Cook
Jason Adler
After the Match: Has the Supply of EPs Exceeded Demand? (April); With Emergency Medicine Jobs Scarce, EPs Will Have to Look Farther Afield (May); The Anesthesiology Match May Be a Harbinger for EM (October)
Wolters Kluwer
Philadelphia, PA

Reed Hollinshead
Hollinshead OpEds
Idaho Transportation Department
Boise, ID

Janet Skidmore
World Sight Day: Preserve Sight by Having Regular Eye Exams to Detect & Treat Cataracts Early
Janet Skidmore
Communications LLC
Dresher, PA

Phaedra Cress
We Are the Champions: Caring for the Transgender
The Aesthetic Society
Garden Grove, CA

Karthika Cohen
Tarun Kunwar
Kimberly Yoon
Why are nurses still asking when?
Wolters Kluwer
Philadelphia, PA

Tina Gridiron
Nancy Lewin
Lori Swartzendruber
Championing Latino Success: When Latino Students Succeed, We All Succeed
ACT's Center for Equity in Learning
Iowa City, IA

Laine Crosby
Nicholas Roessler, CRCM
ABA Bank Compliance: Leaning Against Racial Injustice
American Bankers Association
Washington, DC

William Maroni
Looking at Equity Through a Different Lens
American Public Transportation Association
Washington, DC

#78. Writing - Regular Departments & Columns

CCN and AACCN Staff
Ask The Experts
AACCN Critical Care Nurse
Aliso Viejo, CA

Emily Margosian
Answers in Practice
American Academy of Dermatology
Rosemont, IL

Michael Gips
Security Magazine: Leadership & Management
GIPS, LLC
Bethesda, MD

Jennifer Spector
Podiatry Today Forum Column
HMP Global/Podiatry Today
Malvern, PA

Katelyn Brinker
Nancy Osting
Steve Watkins
IEEE-HKN Graduate Research Spotlight
IEEE-HKN
Piscataway, NJ

Jay Levine
It begins with a single step
Logical Innovations Inc. at NASA's Armstrong Flight Research Center
Edwards, CA

Thad Plumley
The Right Description
National Ground Water Association
Westerville, OH

Andrew Snyder
Food and Nutrition
Orlando Health
Orlando, FL

#79. Writing - Editorial & Advocacy Writing (includes letters to the editor)

Neal Couture
Jill Ross
Cara Markland
An Existential Crisis for NDT
American Society for Nondestructive Testing
Columbus, OH

Marilyn Oermann
Jana Saunders
Why are nurses still asking when?
Wolters Kluwer
Philadelphia, PA

#77. Writing - Interviews & Personal Profiles

Margaret Guroff
Breaking the Silence
AARP The Magazine
Washington, DC

Brooke Bilyj
Bridging Disparities Through Health Equity
American College of Radiology
Norwalk, OH

Nancy Brown
When pediatric heart surgeon faced a rare case, he sought advice from a trusted mentor. His dad.
American Heart Association
Dallas, TX

Susan Straight
“5 Questions for Abigail Hardin”
American Psychological Association
Arlington, VA

Bernard Chia
Benita Teo
Ji Xuan Ong
PIONEER - Not Your Average Singaporean Son
So Dramal Entertainment
Singapore

#79. Writing - Editorial & Advocacy Writing (includes letters to the editor)

Neal Couture
Jill Ross
Cara Markland
An Existential Crisis for NDT
American Society for Nondestructive Testing
Columbus, OH

Marilyn Oermann
Jana Saunders
Why are nurses still asking when?
Wolters Kluwer
Philadelphia, PA

#80. Writing - Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

Tina Gridiron
Nancy Lewin
Lori Swartzendruber
Championing Latino Success: When Latino Students Succeed, We All Succeed
ACT's Center for Equity in Learning
Iowa City, IA

Laine Crosby
Nicholas Roessler, CRCM
ABA Bank Compliance: Leaning Against Racial Injustice
American Bankers Association
Washington, DC

William Maroni
Looking at Equity Through a Different Lens
American Public Transportation Association
Washington, DC
Mary Ann Riss  
Review Tool User Guide  
Tyler Technologies  
Plano, TX

**#84. Writing - Supply Chain Management**

Diane Trommer  
David Paulson  
Supply Chain Thought Leadership from Avnet Inc.  
Avnet, Inc.  
West Islip, NY

**#85. Writing - Writing Series**  
(series of [up to 3] articles)

Kenneth Terrell  
Starting a Franchise in Your 50s  
AARP  
Washington, DC

Talitha Bennett  
Alexandra Todak  
Jennifer Southall  
Women in Oncology’s “Health and Wellness” series  
Healio  
Thorofare, NJ

Andrew Snyder  
Pulse Survivors  
Orlando Health  
Orlando, FL

Kimberly Wethington  
Elana Conover  
James Kuhnert  
AICPA Educational Articles  
Prudential  
Newark, NJ

Tony Lee  
Dana Wilkie  
People Managers  
SHRM  
Alexandria, VA

Kimberly Underwood  
Air Force Addresses Zero Trust  
SIGNAL Magazine  
Fairfax, VA

Bernard Chia  
Sian Liang Chai  
Kenneth Lin  
PIONEER - Servicewomen Commentary Series  
So Dramatic Entertainment  
Singapore

**#86. Writing - Best Rewrites**

Carla Kemp  
“Mental health-related visits to ED provide opportunity for lethal means restriction counseling”  
AAP News/American Academy of Pediatrics  
Itasca, IL

**#87. Design & Illustration**

Krystie Dovenmeuhler  
Qualitative Research Consultants Association (QRCA) - QRCA Views Magazine, Fall issue  
E&M Consulting Inc.  
Chaska, MN

SUPER BOWL LVI PROGRAM  
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE / H.O. ZIMMAN, INC.  
Lynn, MA

2021 US OPEN  
TOURNAMENT MAGAZINE  
USTA / H.O. ZIMMAN, INC.  
Lynn, MA

Jamie Lacroix  
Big Bites for Big Minds  
Kingsley Montessori School  
Boston, MA

Leah Tabur  
Schatz Strategy Group - NPS Powerpoint  
Schatz Strategy Group  
Blackwell, OK

JoAnn Dickey  
Disruptions Move Supply Chain into the Spotlight  
Society of Women Engineers  
Cleveland Heights, OH

Kristin Raider  
Gretchen Porter  
Wendi Schweiger-Moore  
Mental Health Connections, Cultivating Equity Powerpoint  
The National Board for Certified Counselors  
Greensboro, NC

Chelsea Sia  
June Lin  
Pagesetters Services  
Burning Walls for Paper Spirits  
Singapore

**#88. Design & Illustration - Infographics**

Mike Borruso  
202 I: The year in charts  
Mckinsey Global Publishing  
New York, NY

Ginny Van Cura  
b2b-long-format-infographic- Managing diabetes gains an 8:1 return on investment  
OptumRx  
Arlington Heights, IL

Ginny Van Cura  
b2b-long-format-infographic- Specialty costs dominate spend  
OptumRx  
Arlington Heights, IL

Carly Brockinton  
Adelphi area demographics  
Prince George’s Planning Dept., M-NCPPC  
Upper Marlboro, MD

**#90. Design & Illustration - Covers**

Jessica Hein  
Jody Johnson  
Locks to Love - Spring 2021 Cover  
APHA  
Fort Worth, TX

Francis Igot  
Road Map for Recovery  
ASEE  
Washington, DC

Adam Pitluk  
Shannon Bryant  
David Halloran  
The Lens  
Midwest Luxury Publishing  
Myrtle Beach, SC

Janet Dudar  
Karen Panetta  
Craig Causor  
IEEE Women in Engineering Magazine  
IEEE  
Piscataway, NJ

JoAnn Dickey  
SWE Magazine, Winter 2022  
Society of Women Engineers  
Cleveland Heights, OH
#91. Design & Illustration - Spreads
Jennifer Barlow
As Mother Nature Intended
Aegis Dental Network
Newtown, PA
Lisa Pampillonia
ACR Bulletin — Overcoming Barriers to Care
American College of Radiology
Reston, VA
JoAnn Dickey
Transforming Corporate Boards
Society of Women Engineers
Cleveland Heights, OH

#92. Design & Illustration - Photography
Stanley Berman
Walls of Protest
3550 Magazine
Portland, OR
Brenan Sharp
Wayne Slezak
Unearthing Justice: How one lawyer is trying to solve a John Wayne Gacy mystery
ABA Journal
Hendersonville, TN
Donna Wimbec
Brown-Forman
Mix it Up! Campaign
Brown-Forman Corporation
Louisville, KY
Dustin Reid
Daniel Acker
“A Legacy of American Craftsmanship” – Dustin Reid, Daniel Acker — April 2021 – Concealed Carry Magazine
Delta Defense
West Bend, WI

#93. Design & Illustration - Print Ads & Advertorials
Kimberly Wethington
Cait Marcus
Elana Conover
AICPA Life Insurance Magazine Print Ad (Spread)
Prudential
Newark, NJ

#94. Design & Illustration - Posters, Displays & Calendars
Bradley Coulter
Fall 2021 Faculty Exhibition Poster—Minnesota State University Department of Typography Mankato, MN
Lisa Rose
NADA Retirement Summer Conference Poster
NADA Retirement Tysons, VA
Kristin Raiden
Tory Watkins Cherry
NBCCF Banner
NBCC
Greensboro, NC

#95. Design & Illustration - Best Redesigns
Jeffrey Vortolomei
Sandra Frens
Beth Motschenbacher
Constitutional Tax Collector, Serving Palm Beach County: Annual Report Redesign
Consolidated Tax Collector, Serving Palm Beach County West Palm Beach, FL

#96. One-of-a-Kind Publications
Melissa Stanton
AARP Walk Audit Tool Kit
AARP Livable Communities
Washington, DC
Melissa Stanton
AARP HomeFit Guide
AARP Livable Communities
Washington, DC

ONE-OF-A-KIND PUBLICATIONS

Dr. Oliver Laasch
Matthew Waters
Sarah Cooke
Principles of Management: Practicing Ethics, Responsibility, Sustainability, Second Edition by Oliver Laasch
University of Manchester - Alliance Manchester Business School
Manchester, Lancashire
United Kingdom

Haley McKinney
Lynn Nace
Toni Bacala
The Hearing Journal: Audiology Business Handbook
Wolters Kluwer
Philadelphia, PA
#97. One-of-a-Kind Publications - Electronic (includes Web & PDF publications)

Andres Diaz
Pete Thomson
The New Physician Magazine
American Medical Student Association
Tucson, AZ

D. Teddy Diggs
Karen Henry
Catherine Yang
EDUCAUSE Review Special Report: Digital Transformation
EDUCAUSE
Anthem, AZ

John Renz
Darlene Schild
Annette von Brandis
Prudential 2021 Trimester Marketing Campaign Microsite
Prudential
Newark, NJ

Catherine Clifton
Rachel P. Sommers
Kristin Rairden
The Professional Counselor DIGEST – Volume 11, Issue 4
The Professional Counselor
Greensboro, NC

#98. One-of-a-Kind Publications - Custom-Published

Fabian Lee
Iris Wán
Dino Hsiao
Fantasy Sky - China Airlines Inflight Entertainment Guide
Asia Premier Group Co., Ltd.
Taipei City, Taipei Taiwan

2021 US OPEN TOURNAMENT MAGAZINE
USTA / H.O. ZIMMAN, INC.
Lynn, MA

ee kiam chua
MOMENTS OF WONDER
Simply Green
Singapore

#99. One-of-a-Kind Publications - Health & Medical Publications

Peter Sonnenreich
Ted Zaharson
Dermatology & Managed Care Trend Report, Volume I, supported by LEO Pharma
Kikaku America International
Bethesda, MD

#100. One-of-a-Kind Publications - Government (Federal, State, Local, International) and Associations

William Maroni
Speech by APTA President and CEO to Open the Annual Meeting, Nov. 2021
American Public Transportation Association
Washington, DC

Kimberly Birch-Garcia
County of Los Angeles 457(b) Horizons and 401(k) Savings Plans—News & Updates Campaign
County of Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA

Holly Hui
Drainage Services Department Sustainability Report 2020-21
Drainage Services Department
Hong Kong Island
Hong Kong

David Beagin
Welcome to FBI CIRG
FBI
Doylestown, PA

Carrie Price Tinklepaugh
Jennifer Loofbourrow
Kris Toth
Los Angeles Construction Market Analysis Update 2021
Jacobs Engineering Group Inc.
Roy, UT

Angelia Sia
Ken Khoo
CITYGREEN
National Parks Board
Singapore

Ginni Linn
Amy Bobb
Brenda Wilt
PSATS Centennial Book
PA State Association of Township Supervisors
Enola, PA

A note on format:

• Grand Awards are listed alphabetically by organization, within each main category.
• Awards of Excellence are listed alphabetically by the name of the first organization listed for the award, within each individual category.
• Awards for individuals without an organization name are listed alphabetically by last name within each individual category. Note: In rare cases where the organization name is the same as an individual’s name, it will be listed alphabetically as an organization.
• Organization names and job titles appear in the format and style used by entrants.

To order additional award certificates for co-workers and contributing vendors, please order online at ApexAwards.com/certificates